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Bartram Crowned
Sixth Miss Liberty
By Dolph Bell
"I think this is a wonderful
way to end the best four years of
my life," said Laurie Bartram as
she was crowned Miss Liberty
1983 at Thomas Road Baptist
Church on Oct. 28.
Bartram became the sixth winner of the annual Miss Liberty
Pageant when she was chosen
among 22 senior Liberty ladies.
Other 1983 winners included
Kathy Rawlings, first runnerup and Yvonne Monahan, second
runner-up.

Actress Meredith MacRae
hosted the evening of awards,
bright lights and music. MacRae
is a roving reporter for NBCTV's "Fantasy" program and
hosts the Los Angeles based talk
show "Mid-morning L.A." She
was also a star on the TV program
"Petticoat Junction."
LBC Band Director Ray Locy
and a company of tuxedoed brass
musicians provided a foot tapping atmosphere for the packed
house.

Television Station
Planned for LBC
By Steve Leer
Expanding programs, conventions, new educational aids and
film competitions are but a small
portion of the forth coming
events and equipment of the
Telecommunications
Department (TVR) at LBC.
The growth of TVR has necessitated the development of a student - operated television station
to allow broadcasting majors
more
advanced
training.
WLBU - TV, which is scheduled to begin telecasts next year,
will become part of a four - channel campus network to serve not
only TVR majors but also the rest
of the student body.
Closed Circuit Programming
WLBU will carry 17 hours of
closed - circuit
programming
each day. Included in the plans
for the station are newscasts, talk
shows, sports and films. According to Dr. Carl Windsor, chairnan of the Telecommunications
Department, it will be "the only
TV station operated entirely by
students in the country."
Students will eventually be
able to watch programs in the

EDITOR'S NOTE — The
staff of the Liberty Champion regrets the incompleteness of this issue. Because of
a malfunction in our typesetter, we were unable to convert
the stories of Rep. Jack
Kemp's visit to campus and
other stories into the proper
form for delivery to our
printer.
For that reason we are planning to run those stories in a
special issue, which we expect
to circulate next week.
We apologize for any inconvenience this may have
caused and pledge to continue serving the student
body as best we can. As Dr.
Bruce Melton, a recent chapel
speaker so aptly put it, "It's
always too soon to quit!"

lounge areas, hallways and even
while standing in line for meals.
Other Channels
Two of the remaining channels
will be audio - visual stations,
allowing professors to show
films or related visual aids in the
classroom through TV monitors.
This will eliminate the need for
film projectors.
As technology advances,
classroom lectures via TV
monitors will be possible. When
this time comes, each individual
student will sit in front of a computer terminal and be able to ask
and answer questions by typing
them onto the screen.
Message Channel
The fourth channel will consist
of news and campus announcements. This "message" channel
will operate in the same way that
24 - hour cable news channels do
with information continually
moving across the screen.
There are additional educational materials now in the process of being made available.
Among these are video cassette
versions of the Liberty Home
Bible Institute and a series of
courses for Christian schools.

The guest hostess performed several solos including "Step into
The Sunshine" and I'd like to
teach the World to Sing."
Chuck Sullivan sang "Statue
of Liberty" and the Sounds of
Liberty also performed several
numbers, including "He's got
the Whole World in His Hands"
and "Put Your Hand in the
Hand."
"It is not a beauty pageant as
the world would have it in the
physical sense, but it is a beautiful pageant in that it portrays
godly women who posess the virtues talked about in Proverbs
3 1 , " Bev Buffington, coordinator of student activities, said.
The girls were judged on the
basis of personality, college involvement,
achievement,
academic ability, Christian testimony, Christian service, ambition and appearance. A panel of
judges and Liberty students
chose the winner.
Seniors chose 50 women from
a list of all senior girls who had
a 3.0 average and above. The faculty then limited the number to
24. By pageant time, two girls
were missing because of extenuating circumstances.
During the pageant, a panel of
judges cut the total to ten
semifinalists and then to five
finalists. The students who attended the pageant then voted for
the final selection.
The panel of judges included
Macel Falwell, wife of LBC
chancellor,
Jerry
Falwell;
Louanne Guillerman, wife of
LBC president, Pierre Guillerman; and Linda Hogan, wife of
LBC chairman of the board,
Charlie Hogan.
The 1983 Miss Liberty will
represent the school at the Christmas Parade in Lynchburg, on a
local radio talk show, at the
March of Dimes telethon, and at
Christian Women's Club.
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HOMECOMING QUEEN — Laurie Bartram, 1983 Miss Liberty, was escorted at the LBC/Presbyterian College football game
by Randy Brittain. The new Miss Liberty was chosen Friday
evening, Oct. 28, from a field of 22 contestants during the pageant
at Thomas Road Baptist Church. Actress Meredith MacRae, was
emcee for the event.

Students Cautioned
Against Mono
By Tim Brockway
Have you been feeling sick
lately? Do you suffer from mild
headaches, dizziness, nausea or
diarrhea? Have you had a sore
throat, runny nose or stuffy head?
Are you tired all the time?
If four of five of these
symptoms bother you for a period
of approximately a week, there's
a 90 to 95 percent chance that
you are sharing something with
other LBC students — mononucleosis.
The LBC Health Service has
estimated that approximately six
percent of the dorm students have
at least a mild case of the disease
with approximately 200 confirmed cases on campus.

LIBRARY ADDITION — A construction eral Education and Fine Arts buildings. Comworker joins his crew for another day of work pletion of the project is expected by the beginon the new library addition between the Gen- ning of the second semester.

Dr. Pierre Guillermin, president of LBC, has cautioned students about the symptoms and
problems caused by mononucleosis. In addition, to encourage
students to get as much rest as
possible, the administreation has
cancelled dormitory hall and
prayer meetings until after the
Thanksgiving recess.
Some cases have been so severe that students have had to be
taken to the hospital or sent home
for a week to recuperate. Most,
however, require only lots of
rest. A medication (steroids)
helps about 50 percent of those
infected.
Infectious Mononucleosis is
the proper term for the disease.
It is usually referred to as mono.
It is defined as "an acute disease,
especially
common
among
young people...." The disease is
caused by a virus and is highly
contagious.
Mono is also humorously
called the "kissing disease."
However, Dr. Greg Albers, head
of the health service, feels there
are more practical means of
spreading the illness. Students
drinking after one another, sharing towels and other personal articles or simply being in close
contact with a carrier can result
in an infection.
Guillermin, in his comments
to the student body, requested
that all students be especially
cautious in the matter of hygiene
to help decrease the spread of the
infection.
Any student who feels he or
she might have contracted mono
should contact the health service
for information concerning treatment of the disease.
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Opinion
When Is A Baby
Not A Baby?
By Kim Geresy
One of the most controversial moral,
social and political issues of our time is
the unborn baby. Does it possess life or
is it a mass of nonliving tissue with the
potential for life?
The Supreme Court sides with the latter
view as proved in 1973 when the Roe vs.
Wade Decision legalized abortion on demand. This was a serious mistake which
costs 1.5 million babies their lives each
year. The court stated that the unborn are
not "persons"; therefore they do not have
the right to life guaranteed to "persons"
in the 14th Amendment.
When does life begin? Does it begin at
conception, magically at birth or somewhere in between? As a member of the
right to life movement, I believe that it is
not our responsibility to prove that life
begins at conception, but that it is the responsibility of the pro-abortionists to
prove that it does not. The unborn child
must be given the benefit of the doubt
until it is positively proven that it is not
alive.

Our criminal justice system has more
respect for criminals than we as a nation
have for our unborn. CRIMINALS that
are awaiting execution are granted a stay
of execution if there is any doubt involved
in their case. They are given the benefit
of the doubt.The UNBORN are not, yet
their only crime is being conceived.
In Thou Shalt Not Kill . . . My Babies,
by Dr. Billy James Hargis and Dan Lyons,
the authors state an abortionist found
guilty of destroying an eagle's egg would
be fined $500. The same man killing a
living embryo child is rewarded for his
efforts with as much money or more!
This inconsistency is wrong. The Roe
vs. Wade Decision is just as wrong as the
Dred Scott Decision, which denied blacks
their rights. As the people of the U.S.
fought and overruled that court decision
with the 14th Amendment, we must also
fight the Roe vs. Wade Decision. Each
day we delay there are more needless
deaths.
America must wake up now!

Pluralism Rises
into Clear View

By Alan Jackson
Pluralism continues to raise its sleepy head
here in our student body. No longer will
we be subject only to YAF's political bias,
whether good or bad, but we hopefully
will soon be exposed to some new and
exciting perspectives as we watch the
growth of two new political groups.
College Republicans
The College Republicans, chaired by
Jim Bell, want to offer "conservative,
moderate, common sense politics." They
will seek to get students involved in the
local political process by choosing and endorsing candidates that adequately express
their party views. Should the College Republicans not be able to endorse a particular Republican candidate because of differing views, they will remain silent.
College Democrats
The College Democrats, on the other
hand, originated along side of the College
Republicans and hope to present "the
other side of the coin." Started by Phil
Zalweski, the College Democrats will
strive to encourage voting, bring in speakers and hold seminars to promote their
party ideals. They hope to maintain a moderate view without compromising on

moral issues. According to Zalewski,
some LBC students look down on the College Democrats and view them as liberal,
which is highly unfortunate and stems
from ignorance of the ideals of the organization.
Conclusions
While our campus welcomes this new
growth in pluralism, we must guard
against division that so often arises when
opposing ideals exist side by side. Just as
religion and money matters so often divide
friends, so too do diversified political
views. As we enjoy this new practical demonstration of the pluralism so often spoken of by Dr. Falwell, let moderation in
all things be our guiding principle.
Since the administration has placed no
limitations at this point on either political
group — a decision that should cause our
campus cynics to rest at ease — we as
students should maintain a mature approach in voicing our views. We might
very will be in for an interesting year as
YAF, the College Republicans and the
College Democrats equally strive to persuade our student body to join their respective ranks while working on the art of
politicking.

Anyone wishing to write to the editor may address them to box 20102 LBC. You
must include your name and box number, and your comments must be considered
appropriate and in keeping with the purpose of the The Liberty Champion.
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Conservative Review
Marines Must Stay
By Dolph Bell
The time to discuss the withdrawal of U.S. Marines from Lebanon is over. It no
longer matters how logical the arguments were in favor of withdrawal; the Marines
must now stay.
Those who have dealt with terrorism will tell you that the first rule in dealing with
terrorists is never to deal with them. If we react to a terrorist action by conceding to
their demands, then we have honored the terrorist and we have guaranteed that there
will be no more of the same. We must stand firm.
I read somewhere that the reason the attack was against the French and American
contigents was that the high concentration of journalists in those areas would insure
worldwide recognition for the terrorist group. I don't agree.
Soviets, Syria and Druze
I'm persuaded the attack was against the French and Americans because those forces
were causing a problem to Jumblat's revolutionary Moslem Druze militia and its
conquest of Lebanon. U.S. naval forces had pounded Druze positions and French
Super Entendard jets had flown menacingly close to their strongholds in the Chouf
Mountains. Jumblat and his Soviet-backed ally Syria could not respond with superior
military might, so they chose a terrorist action.
One thing is certain. The Soviets are taking every opportunity to profit from religious
militancy in the Middle East. They are promoting and manipulating Muslim terrorists
who are willing to die for a "holy" cause. They are aiding the PLO and helping
Syrian President Hassad realize his dream of a " greater Syria.'' There are two stumbling
blocks in their way - the American presence in Lebanon and the nation of Israel.
Both are needed to stop them.
Consequently, the Marines must stay.

Athletes Shoulder
Great Responsibility
By Steve Leer
Where have they gone, those squeeky clean athletes of yesterday? Those boyhood role models whose lives emulate the
Jack Armstrong Ail-American boy image,
the
Joe
DiMaggio's,
Bart
Starr's, John Havlicek's, and Jim Ryun's,
who painted a picture of clean, moral living not only on the field or floor, but off.
Have the 1980's written the final epitaph
for sports as we know it?
Drugs, immorality, and alcohol have so
infiltrated the athletic world that it no
longer seems to raise any eyebrows. The
recent cocaine scandals in pro sports again
reiterated the sad state in which athletics
stand.
Surely the pressures to perform are
great. There is no margin for error in
today's sports world. Coaches who fail to
win are quickly without jobs. Players who
do not excell as expected are either
waived, traded, or benched. Too often

those athletes who find themselves in precarious situations as these turn to an artificial means of resolving anxieties.
It is understandable that they feel certain
pressures that the average non - athlete
does not, but what kind of solution can
one expect to find like this?
Why do they allow themselves to fall
prey to habits such as these? What logical
reason can they find to risk careers, scholarships, even their own health, for a fleeting moment of "deliverance"? Is decency
and virtue that tough to handle? The average rational mind cannot fathom the implications of such actions by potentially great
individuals.
Do not be deceived. There are many
fine, upstanding young athletes in this
! world. It is a shame, however, when the
deliberate misbehavior of some must overshadow and ruin the reputations of
all.

Letters to the Editor

Editor:
Students at Liberty Baptist College have
the chance to become involved in the Central Virginia Training Center. CVTC is a
large facility for the mentally retarded.
There are many opportunities for volunteer activity in the programs.
Activities might include escorting the
resident to the library or the canteen, playing a game or participating
in scheduled
par|ici

programming with the resident.
If any person or club at LBC would like
more information about these or other opportunities for involvement at CVTC,
please contact my office.
Sincerely,
Ginny Lewis
Volunteer Services
P.O. Box 1098
Lynchburg, VA.24505

I
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Holocaust Continues
Hotline Saves Lives
By John Evans
When you hear that more than 1.7 million abortions are being performed each
year and that 28 percent of those women
who have had an abortion will have a second one, do you ask yourself, "What can
I do?"
Well, if you have four hours a week to
give the Lord, the Thomas Road Baptist
Church Save-A-Baby Ministry may have
a special place for you.
At the present time the organization is
setting up a national hotline for information and crisis counseling for young ladies
with unplanned pregnancies and those
who have had abortions.
"We are accepting volunteers to work
in our 24-hour hotline room. Liberty
Baptist College students are eligible to
help," the Rev. Jim Savley, executive director of the effort said.
Hotline Program
The hotline room consists of three telephones, two which operate on the toll-free
line and one which is used for collect calls.
Two people will work at these three
phones for a four-hour shift per week. The
plan is for 64 regular hotline workers with
16 workers on reserve.
"Certainly this is a great way for Christians to get involved in stemming the tide
of moral depravity in our land," the director challenged.
Objectives of Save-A-Baby
The objectives of the Save-A-Baby
Ministry are to change one life and save
another through sharing the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. According to the director,
"Our purpose is to offer to girls with unplanned pregnacies an alternative to abortion... by providing confidential counseling, medical assistance, room and board,
life skills for career preparation and adoption services when they are desired.
"We do not compel the girl to use our
adoption services; we simply counsel her
as to the wisest alternatives, giving her
free choice without a compelling force.''
The girls also are taught how to feed
and care for a baby, along with the skills
of needle work, cross stitch, macrame,
cake decorating, cooking, cosmetology,
piano, typing and office skills. "We also
offer a well-rounded education to girls of
school age through Lynchburg Christian
Academy teachers who volunteer their
time to educate the girls in the two educational trailers located near the home," Savley noted. The girls take a regular
academic load.
Progam Development
Planning for the ministry began in April
1982 when Dr. Jerry Falwell assigned the
Rev. Dave Fleming, director of ministries
for TRBC, the task of forming it. In June
of 1983, Rev. Savley was placed in charge
of the service.
"Our ministry is basically organized
into three divisions: a Pregnancy Crisis
Center, Save-A-Baby Maternity Home
and Child Placing Agency. The toll-free
hotline serves the Pregnancy Crisis
Center, which also includes crisis intervention counseling and pregnancy testing.
The former Florence Crittenden Home
on Eldon Ave. is the site of the Save-ABaby Maternity Home where the girls receive room and board, complete medical
services, education, recreation and local
transportation.
"The TRBC Maternity Home is a
licensed child caring institution for the
State of Virginia," Savley stated.
Child Placing Agency
The Child Placing Agency consists of
shepherding homes and foster homes. "In
our shepherding homes, families may take
into their home girls 18 years and older.
This arrangement permits the young lady
to be employed and have her own car,"
the director said. Shepherding families re-

ceive $100 a month to help subsidize food
and expenses.
Foster homes also receive a $100-amonth stipend. "In our foster homes, a
TRBC home becomes licensed by our
Save-A-Baby Adoption Agency for the
care of the infants between birth and the
time they are adopted," he explained. The
adoption agency is currently under consideration for licensure by the state.
What are the accomplishments of this
ministry? What are the goals for the future?
In answer to those questions, Savley
leaned back in his swivel chair and smiled
quite happily at the ceiling. "We've had
four babies born in the last two weeks.
We have also dealt with more than 1,400
girls in 18 months of our existence via
personal interviews, telephone counseling
or mail.
"I am proud of the fact that all of the
girls who have come here have ultimately
acknowledged Christ as their Savior....
We are daily receiving referrals from pastors who desire to use our services to reach
girls in their areas.
"What is in the future? We have already
assisted 13 churches in developing programs like ours, and we are presently formulating a syllabus for use by churches
all over our country. We want this ministry
to be a prototype for churches all over the
United States."
Another goal for the future is the education of the public on abortion through the
use of slides, films, audio-visuals and
lectures.
A major priority is the publicizing of
the hotline numbers, which can be used
by those needing help. In Virginia the
number is (804) 847-6828 for collect calls.
For the rest of continental United States,
the number is 1-800-368-3336.
LBC students, faculty and staff are encouraged to learn the numbers to help publicize the ministry and to pass them along
to those who need help.

Smallest
Baby
''Years ago, while giving an
anesthetic for a ruptured tubal
pregnancy (at two months), I
was handed what I believed to
be the smallest human being
ever seen. The embryo sac was
intact
and
transparent. Within the sac was a
tiny (one-third inch) human
male swimming extremely vigorously in the umblical cord.
This tiny human was perfectly
developed with long, tapering
fingers, feet and toes. It was
almost transparent as regards
the skin, and the delicate arteries and veins were prominent to the ends of the fingers.
The baby was extremely alive
and did not look at all like the
photos and drawings of 'embryos' which I have seen.
When the sac was opened, the
tiny human immediately lost
its life and took on the appearance of what is accepted as the
appearance of an embryo at
this stage, blunt extremeties,
etc."
—Paul E. Rockwell, M.D.
in "When You Were
Formed in Secret"
by Gary Bergelj

Tomb of the unborn baby depicts plight of aborted.

Abortion Causes
Heartache for Many
By Carolyn Sole
Located behind the prayer chapel is the
monument to the Unborn Baby - a
memorial to the millions of babies who
have been aborted since the tragic United
States Supreme Court decision which
legalized abortions.
To dramatize the plight of the unborn
child, Dr. Jerry Falwell and his associates
determined to speak on behalf of the millions of infants who are helpless to speak
for themselves. Appropriately the monument has been placed near the prayer
chapel - a constant reminder of the
crusade to reverse the tide and to protect
life.
According to Joan McGuire, president
of the Virginia Society for Human Life
(VSHL) chapter in Tidewater, Va., the
rate of abortions has been on the rise. Fifteen million babies have been aborted during the last 10 years with 1.5 million abortions performed in the U.S. last year and
3,000 - 4,000 in the State of Virginia.
The 1973 Decision
Briefly, the 1973 decision states: "A
state is forbidden to proscribe abortion
anytime prior to birth if in the opinion of
'one licensed physician,' an abortion is
necessary to preserve the life and health
of the mother."
The pro - abortionist feels the "embryo" has no life and the mother has the
right to do as she pleases with her own
body.
In contrast, according to information
supplied by the VSHL, the baby is not
part of the woman's own body. It is a
separate human being with a personality
all its own.
An important issue in the abortion debate is the question of when life begins.
"When the sperm and ovum unite, a new
being comes into existence containing
within itself a unique genetic package
completely programmed for continuing
development into a mature adult. Nothing
but time and nutrition will be added. Each
stage is merely a maturing of what is already there at the start. Birth only changes
a baby's dining habits, airway and
charm." (VSHL)
McGuire insists, "If it is not a baby,
then why do you have to kill it ?"
Rate of Development
According to the VSHL publication,
"At 18 days after conception, the baby's
heart starts to beat. From this day forward,
its heart will not stop its 100,000 beats
per day until death.
"At six weeks, movement begins and
human brain activity can be recorded.
"During the second month, the baby
increases in mass 500 times, but weighs
only one gram, slightly less than an aspirin
tablet.
"By the end of the second month, the
baby is complete in development and only

has to grow.
"During the third month, the baby has
reflexes and can squint, frown and even
look surprised.
"At the end of the third month, the baby
weighs nine ounces. During the sixth
month, the baby weighs one pound and
with respirator assistance can live outside
the mother's womb.
"It's during the last month that the
growth rate slows down; if it continued at
the same rate, the baby would weigh 200
pounds before its first birthday."
Methods of Abortion
The method of abortion most often used
is suction. This can do more harm to the
mother than carrying the child to term. A
strong vacuum, about seven times stronger
than a household vacuum cleaner, sucks
the baby from the mother's womb. This
can cause bleeding, infection and even infertility.
McGuire said, "The mother is normally
told of the dangers if she asks, and then
it is referred to as a simple procedure. The
truth of the matter is, more mother's
deaths are related to abortions than child
birth."
Another way the doctors perform the
abortions is with the salt - poisoning
method. The doctor injects a concentrated
amount of salt into the baby's sac. For
hours the burning baby fights to live.
Twenty - four hours later the mother
sometimes delivers a dead baby. Other
times the baby is left to die without any
medical assistance, but this does not have
to be.
There are alternatives to abortions, the
most obvious one is adoption. There is an
over abundance of couples who would
love to give a baby a good home.
Education Necessary
There are organizations such as Birthright and Save - A - Baby, who help take
care of the expenses if the mother wishes
to put her baby up for adoption.
Yet the problem of abortion mushrooms, undeterred. "The most important
thing is to get the people educated. Let
them know that their tax dollars go to support agencies that have abortion clinics,"
said McGuire.
"The second thing is to write letters to
congressmen and senators and to keep
writing them until this stops," she added.
The unborn are often compared to the
blacks in 1857, who under the Dred Scott
decision were said to have no rights, or
to the Jews, who under Hitler's reign were
ruthlessly killed.
Is abortion the same as the holocaust or
the Dred Scott decision?
Is this a fair comparison? Ponder the
words of George Santayana and draw your
own conclusions: "Those who do not remember the past are condemned to relive
it."
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V-Ball Marathon Planned
SPORTS COVERAGE —
Because of circumstances
beyond our control the football and volleyball coverage
planned for this issue must
be postponed to a special
issue, scheduled for next
week. At left, Patti Lunn
practices one of her serves.

By Steve Davis
Twelve Liberty Baptist College students will attempt to
break the world record for a volleyball marathon while they raise
money for the Muscular Dystrophy Association Wednesday
through Saturday, Nov. 16-19.
The session will begin at 10 a.m.
The current record, according
to the Guiness Book of World
Records, is 75 hours and 30 minutes. The team will attempt to
improve the record to 80 hours.
To break the record all 12
players must be on court the full
80 hours, except for a five-minute break per hour played. The
time off is cummulative, so the
team could play three hours and
then take 15 minutes off. In case
of an injury to a player, the team
may continue, and at the end Guiness officials will make a decision as to the validity of the record.
The players were chosen from
a field of around 50 original ap-

plicants. After completion of an
extensive medical form and an
examination by the campus doctor, the list was trimmed to 16.
These 16 people then went
through a rigorous training program. At that point the team of 10
men and two women was chosen.
The team consists of student
coordinator Louis Villafane,
Robert Judkins, Joseph Chappell, Ronda Hogue, Tim Dubois
and John Engstrom. Also competing are Brett Miller, Michael
Armstrom, Larry Horchner,
Allen Cook, Ray Jones and Alisa
Hamilton.
Many of the players are experienced in marathons. Experience
includes participation in skate-athons, bike-a-thons and rock-athons.
Local businesses have been
contacted and are donating to the
cause. Fund raising canisters will
be placed in LBC dorms and
places of business thorughout the
community. During the event

"passing the hat" will bring in
additional funds.
If approximately $20,000 is
raised, the team will present the
check to Jerry Lewis at the MDA
Telethon in Las Vegas next September, according to Bev Buffington, LBC student activities
director. With campus and community support along with good
publicity, she thinks the amount
could be a realistic goal.
The director also hopes that
this event will be the first of
many. Although the type of event
may change each year, the charitable goal will not. According to
Buffington many other local colleges already hold such activities.
Anyone wishing to lend moral
support may come to the gym
anytime from Wednesday until
the hopeful conclusion Saturday,
Nov. 19 at 6 p.m..
The event is sponsored by
LBC's Student Government Association.

Coach Bill Bell
Stresses Character

By Chuck Perry
With more than 11 victories
behind them the 1983-84 Liberty
Baptist Soccer Team has
broken all win - lose records
ever acheived by LBC soccer
teams.
When asked how the team's
morale was, Coach Bell replied
that it has been really good all
season, and spiritually it is better
now than ever before.
Discussing his philosophy of
coaching, Bell said, "I try to
teach my team players that winning is very important but that
the spiritual victories are the most
important victories we can strive
to attain."
Bell moved to the problem of
injuries this year. "There have
been many situations where my
better players were my injured
players. Often there was not
enough time between games for
proper healing of strains and
pulled muscles."
Some of the coach's players
will be out of the line - up for
the rest of the season. Defender
Doug Jividen and Todd Tuttle
both have injuries requiring
surgery. The result has been that
the Flame's starting line-up has
not been up to its potential.
However, those injuries gave
alternate players a chance to fill
the positions of the first string.
Bell insisted that with or without
the injuries the team would have
done about the same.
The last road trip helped the
spiritual growth of the team, the
coach stated. "Quiet times had
more depth, and the time we
spent together was almost like a
family." Bell made several references to the spiritual growth of
the team "Many of the new
players have grown through
watching the veteran players
show true Christian sportsmanship on and off the field and during special opportunities to
minister to others during the season."
Although there have not been
so many salvation decisions by

Give the Flames your full
support during the last
home game, Nov. 19.
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opposing team members as there
were last year, Bell has his own
theory about that. "When you
have an average season such as
we had last year, your winning
opponents will tend to listen to
you; but when you have a winning season and beat your opponents they are less likely to sit
down and listen to you about the
Lord."
Bell also believes that the team
will gain respect and the other
teams will listen as the players
become more consistent in their
winning year after year. Some
opponents already respect what
Liberty stands for and have told
soccer players they would like to
come to LBC next fall.

CHEERLEADERS — LBC cheerleaders
count down points after a Flames' touchdown.
Giving the orders (from left) are Alicia Farris,
Lisa Landrey, Beverly Overstreet, Joan

Bryant and Becky Harter. Doing the work are
(from left) John Rowles, Oscar Sastoque,
Kevin VanDuser, Billy Stephens and Scott
Mayson.

Work Pays Off for Cheerleaders

By Lisa Landrey
Everyone realizes that the
football team has endured many
weeks of hard work and training
for the battle on the field, but
most people don't realize that the
cheerleaders have also done the
same to prepare for the action on
the sidelines.
The saying goes, "No pain, no
gain!" Each member of the
squad can testify to that. The
"pain" began in the second week
of August when the squad reported for training.
Accompanied by their coach,
Bev Buffington, and the Eagle
mascot, the cheerleaders attended a five-day collegiate
cheerleader camp, held by the
National Association of Cheerleaders at George Mason University in Fairfax, Va. New mounts,
partner stunts, cheers and chants
were taught to motivate the fans
for football and basketball.
Other colleges and universities, represented at the camp,
were Indiana University, East
Carolina, Purdue and Towson
State, to name a few. Liberty
brought home all blue ribbons
from the evaluations conducted
along with a spirit stick that represented the enthusiasm they
showed throughout the camp.
This year's seniors Kevin VanDuser, Beverly Overstreet and
Billy Stephens; juniors Alicia
Farris, Lisa Landrey, Becky Har-

ter, Oscar Sastoque, Scott
Mayson and John Rowels; and
sophomore Joan Bryant. Leading
the group is Bev Buffington, and
the name of the mascot is to remain a mystery.
The spectators usually see the
polished, more glamorous side to
what the squad does, but behind
those two hours of stunts and
cheers goes many more hours of
hard practicing. Practices are
held three times a week and last
a minimum of three hours.
Like most squads, one of the
more obvious goals is to motivate
the sports fans' to become a part
of LBC spirit and get involved.
The main objective the cheerleaders have is to serve God effectively and use cheerleading as
a tool to spread the Gospel.
Alicia Farris, a second year
member of the squad, expressed
her desire to see the team grow
stronger through weekly devotions and prayer sessions.
"The 1983 - 84 members of
the cheerleading squad have a big
task ahead of them: to break up
the traditional Christian college
characteristic of complacency.
Just as the quality factor in education has been maintained at
LBC, it must also enter the realm
of the sports teams and our
squad," said Bev Buffington, the
squad's coach.
"The outreach to the state
schools will be more effective if
our performance is equal or

superior to theirs," she added.
Miss Buffington has devoted
many hours making sure that the
quality factor is maintained.
Practices are rigid and the rules
and guidelines are enforced. This
attitude of perfection insures that
cheering at Liberty is not only a

privilege but also a commitment
to the Lord.
As the year progresses, it will
be exciting to see Liberty fans
become involved and enthusiastic through the efforts of the ten member team's
leadership
abilities.
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